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Abstract: Existing models to estimate profitability in small-scale coffee production are based on
limited information leading to precision problems in the estimations and, therefore, fail to represent
the real economic return. This leads smallholders to make decisions based on inaccurate information
with negative consequences on their financial status. This paper introduces a novel hierarchical
approach called HMP-Coffee (Hierarchical Model Profitability Coffee) to estimate the profitability
level in small-scale coffee productions, supporting smallholders, in decision-making, to improve
their income and, consequently, their economic sustainability. HMP-Coffee considers a Contextual
Knowledge Phase, based on expert knowledge, to create a conceptual model about the profitability in
small-scale coffee productions and a Hierarchical-Multicriteria Phase responsible for translating such
a conceptual model into an understandable hierarchical qualitative model able to estimate the level
of profitability in small coffee productions precisely. HMP-Coffee was developed by considering
the La Sultana farm’s operation in Cauca, Colombia and evaluated with independent data from
the Costa Rican Coffee Institute. In the evaluation results, HMP-Coffee achieved 81.72% accuracy,
81.33% precision, 92.30% recall, and 83.46% F-Score. From the results obtained, we conclude that
HMP-Coffee is a reliable model to estimate the profitability of small-scale coffee production. Its
reliability improves the decision-making for obtaining crops with better economic sustainability.

Keywords: hierarchical multicriteria model; profitability; coffee crop; small coffee productions;
economic sustainability

1. Introduction

Coffee production is a crucial economic activity in many developing countries [1].
For instance, coffee is the most important export agricultural product for the Colombian
economy (in 2019, Colombian coffee generated more than 2.7 billion USD in annual incom-
ings) [2]. However, the majority of small-scale coffee farmers (i.e., farmers with less than 5
hectares cultivated) continue to have difficulties making a decent living due to low coffee
prices, high production costs, and climate variability among other factors [3]. Therefore,
estimation of coffee profitability is essential for sustainable farming systems and the wider
coffee industry; around 90% of coffee is produced by small holders in some countries such
as Costa Rica and Colombia [4]. Furthermore, estimating profitability continues to be a
research challenge due to a lack of adequate tools adapted to specific characteristics of
small-scale crop production in developing countries. Small-scale coffee farms in develop-
ing countries do not have information systems with accurate data on their agricultural
micro-economic activities [5]; the information is usually only accessible through detailed
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interviews providing recall data of recent activities and related costs and returns. Further-
more, the omission of relevant information in estimating profitability results in values far
from reality [6,7]. The omitted information are related to production costs (e.g., family
labor, transportation or maintenance, and administration expenses) [7] and the lack of
accounting records (e.g., balance sheet management, ledgers) [8]. Making decisions based
on incorrect profitability values negatively impacts the livelihoods of millions of farmers
and thereby restricts poverty alleviation.

There are several hierarchical multicriteria approaches described in the literature
that have characterized the profitability of diverse cropping systems. For instance, De
Salvo et al. [9] and Hawes et al. [10] characterize the profitability of various cropping sys-
tems by establishing hierarchical structures and relationships between criteria. However,
these approaches are conceptual solutions and do not offer an implementation for testing.
Other studies have introduced hierarchical structures-based solutions to estimate how
different climatic, soil, and crop variables impact the profitability in several crops, ranging
from rice to flowers [11–13]. Nevertheless, these solutions omit economic data such as
production costs, production volume, and the international market. Furthermore, these
solutions are not adapted to the context of coffee production systems. Milne et al. [14] and
Cardozo et al. [15] propose multicriteria hierarchical approaches for estimating the prof-
itability of several crops by considering climatic variables and output. It is noticeable that
the scarce adoption of modern information management tools in small-scale coffee farms
located in developing countries is a severe barrier to adopting data-driven agricultural
economic solutions [16].

This paper proposes a non-data-driven and interpretable approach, called HMP-
Coffee, to precisely estimate the level of profitability in small-scale coffee productions
in developing countries. Besides, to the best of our knowledge, HMP-Coffee is the first
approach that considers the three coffee profitability factors (production cost, produc-
tion volume, and international market) defined by the International Coffee Organization
(ICO) [17,18]. To achieve the non-data-driven characteristic, HMP-Coffee considers a
Contextual Knowledge Phase, based on expert knowledge, that allows creating a con-
ceptual model about the profitability in small-scale coffee productions. To accomplish
interpretability, HMP-Coffee includes a Hierarchical-Multicriteria Phase that translates
the conceptual model into a hierarchical qualitative model. This model can estimate the
level of profitability in small coffee productions. Model development is based on the
experiences gained from a Colombian coffee farm, named “La Sultana,” and evaluated
using data from the Costa Rican Coffee Institute (ICAFE). The dataset used in the case
study contains actual information about the cost of coffee production, different production
volume levels (High, Average, and Low), and the international market, mainly price and
exchange rate. HMP-Coffee achieved 81.72% accuracy, 81.33% precision, 92.30% recall,
and 83.46% F-Score in the evaluation results. From the obtained results, we conclude that
HMP-Coffee is a promising solution for precisely estimating the level of profitability in
small coffee productions in developing countries and supporting correct decision-making.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the back-
ground and related work. Section 3 presents material and methods; Section 4 describes
ICAFE study case, discussion, and practicability. Finally, Section 5 outlines the conclusions
and future work.

2. Background and Related Work

This section includes the following parts. Section 2.1 presents the Hierarchical Multi-
criteria Model (HMM) definition, its components, and features. Section 2.2 presents the
scientific literature related to HMM for estimating the profitability in several crops and the
gaps found for its application in small coffee farming in developing countries.
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2.1. Hierarchical Multicriteria Model

HMM is a decision analysis method that evaluates options determining “the most
appropriate option.” An HMM can be represented as the decomposition of a decision
problem into smaller and less complex sub-problems. It is composed of attributes and
utility functions [19]. In HMM, the Attributes represent variables that take values from a
corresponding qualitative scale (e.g., “Favorable and Unfavorable”). There are three types:
basic attributes (i.e., external variables), aggregate attributes (i.e., internal variables), and
objective attributes (i.e., variables of study or interest); they are organized hierarchically
into a tree of attributes. The utility functions are the rules that allow aggregating attributes
by combining basic ones using a bottom up approach. HMMs are highly interpretable
models due to the use of linguistic rules understandable to non-specialists [20,21]. Rules
are often derived from expert knowledge, useful in contexts with a high level of expert or
practical experience [22].

2.2. Hierarchical Multicriteria Approaches

Several hierarchical multicriteria approaches have characterized diverse crops’ prof-
itability. De Salvo et al. [9] introduced a conceptual hierarchical approach to improve
the wine industry by assessing the impact of criteria related to climate, vineyard features,
winegrowers’ characteristics, and management practices in winegrowers’ profitability in
Eastern Europe. Hawes et al. [10] proposed a hierarchical approach, based on the Decision
Tree technique, for estimating the agroecological crop’s profitability by combining produc-
tion risk (e.g., weather and pest and diseases risk) and potential profitability (e.g., gross
margins and direct subsidies) criteria.

Rising et al. [11] presented a hierarchical approach, based on Bayesian Networks,
for assessing the impact of climatic criteria, such as temperature seasonality, annual pre-
cipitation, precipitation seasonality, and irrigation fraction, in several crops’ profitability
potential, including barley, soybeans, wheat, cotton, corn, and rice. Shakoor et al. [12]
proposed a numerical-based hierarchical approach, which uses criteria related to climate
and yield variables for predicting which crops (i.e., aus rice, aman rice, boro rice, potato,
jute, and wheat) achieve the maximum profit in some Bangladesh’s regions. Haaster
et al. [13] introduced a hierarchical approach based on the Decision Tree technique, cli-
mate conditions, and market activities for predicting the timely sale time of Netherlands’
flower crops.

Milne et al. [14] presented a hierarchical approach based on Multiple Objective Opti-
mization to simulate fertilizer management’s effect on United Kingdom’s crops profitability
calculated as the difference between income from yield and the costs associated with fer-
tilizer and its application in the cultivation itself; the authors tested their approach in 20
crops, including potatoes, beets, and onions. Cardozo et al. [15] proposed a hierarchical
approach for performing a multivariable analysis of climate (e.g., rainfall and region) and
yield criteria (e.g., tons of cane per hectare and total recoverable sugars) for determining
profitability in Brazil’s sugarcane productions. It is noticeable that the scarce adoption of
modern information management tools in small-scale coffee farms located in developing
countries is a severe barrier to adopting data-driven agricultural economic solutions [16].

3. Material and Methods

This section includes the following parts. Section 3.1 describes the study area and the
stakeholders involved in the construction of HMP-Coffee. Section 3.2 develops the model
construction methodology.

3.1. Study Area and Stakeholders

HMP-Coffee model is based on the operation of the coffee farm “La Sultana”, be-
longing to the Universidad del Cauca. The farm is located in Timbío, Cauca, Colombia
(2◦22′28.51′′ N, 76◦43′31.89′′ W), at 1700 m.a.s.l. with a total area of 13.5 hectares of which
4.9 ha are produce coffee [23–25]. In 2006, La Sultana migrated towards a sustainable coffee
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production crop through an ecological processing system and by-products management.
Besides, the production, management, and transformation of coffee are developed under
good practices to produce quality coffee under environmental, social, and economic sustain-
ability [26]. La Sultana meets three essential characteristics addressed by the HMP-Coffee
model: (i) small-scale coffee production, (ii) incorporation of good practices, mainly to
improve the economic sustainability; (iii) located at a developing country (Colombia; see
Figure 1).

Figure 1. La Sultana Colombian Coffee Farm location (2◦22′28.51′′ N, 76◦43′31.89′′ W). Left map
depicts the Colombian Departments and the right map the location of Colombia in South America.
Image source [proyectomapamundi].

Several stakeholders played a key role to construct the HMP-Coffee model. They
contributed, with their knowledge, to define the input, aggregate, and output attributes of
the model and the corresponding qualitative values. The stakeholder’s team comprises six
people from the agribusiness area. The role of each stakeholder is detailed in Table 1.

Table 1. The stakeholder’s team involved in the HMP-Coffee conception. Stakeholder Id: identifier of the expert. Area of
expertise: Academic training of the members of the expert panel. Years’ experience: Number of years of experience working
on topics associated with coffee. Experience: Work areas, and Organization: Academic and business organizations to which
they belong.

Stakeholder Id Area of Expertise Years’ Experience Experience Organization

1 Agro-industrial
Economic Problems 28 The agro-industrial transformation

and the economy coffee activity. Public university

2 Agribusiness 10
Strategies for the production and

commercialization of organic coffee in
developing countries

Experimental coffee
farm

3 Agricultural
management 20

Implementation of sustainability
strategies on the experimental farm
“La Sultana” and sustainable coffee

certifications (e.g., Rainforest Alliance)

Experimental coffee
farm
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Table 1. Cont.

Stakeholder Id Area of Expertise Years’ Experience Experience Organization

4 Agronomy, soil and
water 30

Estimating technical and economic
indicators on the benefit of coffee,
characterization of integral and

productive farms, and organic coffee
production.

Public university

5 Agronomy
engineering 15

Optimization of coffee transformation
processes, the harvest, and the
post-harvest of quality coffee.

Private coffee entity

6 Farm management 18
Practices for the management and

administration of coffee crops in small
coffee crops.

Coffee regulatory
entity

3.2. HMP-Coffee Model

Next, we present the HMP-Coffee model, an approach useful to estimate the prof-
itability level in small coffee productions. Our model includes two phases: (i) Contextual
Knowledge Phase (CKP) to create a conceptual model about the profitability in small-scale
coffee production; (ii) Hierarchical-Multicriteria Phase (HMP) to translate the conceptual
model into an understandable and runnable hierarchical qualitative model able to es-
timate the level of profitability in small coffee productions [27]. HMP-Coffee involves
the following stakeholders: the agricultural economics expert, the knowledge engineer,
and the decision-maker farmer. The agricultural economics expert intervenes in the fine
granularity, the definition of scales, weighs, and rules steps to structuring the conceptual
model. The knowledge engineer executes the coarse granularity step and hierarchical
multicriteria model implementation. Finally, the decision-maker (e.g., smallholder) sets up
HMP-Coffee by providing the model input data (e.g., investment in fertilizers, time spent
on crop care activities, and coffee production volume) and gets from it the estimation of
level of profitability (i.e., Favorable, Average, Unfavorable). Based on this estimation, the
smallholder could make decisions on the crop, changing the behavior of the input data for
improving the coffee profitability level. The two phases are presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Conceptual process to build the HMP-Coffee model. Phase 1: Contextual knowledge; Phase 2: Hierarchical-
Multicriteria.
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3.2.1. Contextual Knowledge Phase

Key aspects related to profitability in small-scale coffee crops are gathered from differ-
ent knowledge sources (e.g., scientific papers, technical reports, and human beings). From
those aspects, a conceptual hierarchical model is proposed. In order to build up the concep-
tual hierarchical model, we used a multi-level granularity analysis useful for knowledge
discovery from a global to a specific perspective [28]. The multi-level granularity analysis
involves two steps: the coarse granularity and the fine granularity.

In the Coarse Granularity step, we performed a brainstorming about concepts related
to “profitability in small coffee productions.” This step included three activities: Literature
review to identify available documentation regarding profitability in small coffee production,
Textual analysis to extract the frequency of different concepts from the documents, and
Iterative conceptualization to identify the relevant concepts on the analyzed information [29].

Documentary selection: to cover the relevant aspects of the estimation of profitability
in small coffee productions, three query strings were defined: “Small-scale Coffee Produc-
tion” (SCP), “Economic Coffee Profitability” (ECP), and “Small-scale Coffee Profitability”
(SCPR). Query strings were used as search keys on scientific databases (i.e., SCOPUS,
Science Direct, and Google Scholar), and official pages concerning the coffee activity, such
as ICO [17], Coffee Institute of Costa Rica (ICAFE) [30], and Caravela Coffee [31].

Figure 3 shows the retrieved documents (45) resulting from the documentary selection
activity, including 19 technical reports, 19 scientific papers, and 7 grey literature documents.
SCP focused on small coffee production documents, with 20 results: 8 technical reports, 10
scientific papers, and 2 grey literature documents. ECP focused on the documents related
to economic profitability variables for coffee production, with 15 results: 7 technical reports,
5 scientific papers, and 3 grey literature documents. Finally, SCPR focused on documents
related to profitability and small-scale coffee crops, with 10 results: 4 technical reports, 4
scientific papers, and 2 grey literature documents.

Figure 3. The x-axis represents the query strings: Small-scale Coffee Production (SCP), Economic
Coffee Profitability (ECP), and Small-scale Coffee Profitability (SCPR). The y-axis represents the
number of documents retrieved the colors blue, black, and green represent technical reports, scientific
papers and grey literature. The documents retrieved are shown by the query strings, quantity, and
type of document.

Textual analysis: The “Frequency Words” statistical method is used for textual analysis
activity [32]. The method identifies the frequency of concepts in written information [29].
Figure 4 describes the process performed in the textual analysis using the R-statistics tool
version 1.2 [33]. Frequency Words technique involves the identification of the iterative
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concepts about a group of documents (i.e., the 45 documents collected), the elimination
of redundant words or “Stop Words” (e.g., articles, pronouns, and prepositions), and the
selection of the more frequent concepts. As a result, the activity provides around 40 most
frequent words in 45 analyzed documents.

Figure 4. The process of text analysis. 1. Flowchart on the left: shows the general process steps:
“Remove stop words” and “Frequency Words” to identify a list of concepts by the query string.
2. Flowchart on the right: shows the result for the HMP-Coffee model.

Iterative conceptualization: the most frequent concepts were mapped by query string in
a Venn diagram as shown in Figure 5. Subsequently, the words located in the overlapping
regions were selected (words in bold depicted in Figure 5). Accordingly, 24 words were
identified during the brainstorming, including concepts such as workforce belonging to
SCP and EPC query strings; labor belongs to EPC and SCPR query strings; chemical
belongs to SCPR and SCP query string, and harvest belongs to the three query strings.

Figure 5. Venn diagram of the identified concepts. The colors blue, grey, and green represent the
regions by query strings Small-scale Coffee Production (SCP), Economic Coffee Profitability (ECP),
and Small-scale Coffee Profitability (SCPR) region 25 words. The 24 words located in the overlap
regions are selected as HMP-Coffee brainstorming (words in bold).

Furthermore, Table 2 presents the selected concepts. For each concept is defined: id,
name, description, and frequency.
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Table 2. HMP-Coffee concepts list. The id column contains an identifier by the concept. The concept column includes the 24
HMP-Coffee brainstorming terms, the description column includes the meaning of the concept in coffee production context
and frequency column, the number of occurrences by the concept.

Id Concept Description Frequency

t1 Fertilization time Time spent in fertilizing the crop. 80
t2 Renovation time Time invested in the renewal of the crop. 70

t3 Control time (Weed/Pest
and diseases) Time spent controlling weeds/pests and diseases in the crop. 34

t4 Workforce Average cost of wage. 190
t5 Chemical fertilizers Inputs for chemical fertilization. 220
t6 Organic fertilizers Inputs for Organic fertilization. 153

t7 Weeds supplies Inputs for chemical control by patches with the weed selector, control with
machete or scythe. 40

t8 Renovation supplies Inputs for renewal of the crop. 32
t9 Maintenance Facilities maintenance expenses. 124

t10 Transportation Transportation of supplies and coffee. 27

t11 Picking Payment for coffee harvesting by kilograms, bushel, among other
measures. 87

t12 Implements Provision of coffee pickers (e.g., Basket, gloves, etc.) 13
t13 Benefit Coffee benefit process. 34
t14 Threshing Coffee Threshing process 18
t15 Exchange rate The ratio of one currency (e.g., COP, CRC) to another (e.g., USD). 45
t16 NY stock Coffee price in the New York stock. 16
t17 Volume The volume of the harvest in @/ha. 72
t18 Time The general term that refers to the investment of time in caring for the crop. 28

t19 Labor All aspects related to the work of the crop, including the time labor, the
price by wage, etc. 54

t20 Supply All supplies used in crop care work. 99

t21 Management Farm management costs, including payments for services, maintenance,
among others. 42

t22 Harvest All aspects related to harvest, including picking, provision of coffee
pickers, among others. 90

t23 Crop care All aspects related to crop care, including inputs, payment of wages, pests,
and disease control, among others. 19

t24 Fertilization Fertilization activity, including organic and chemical fertilization. 99

In the fine granularity step, we used the concepts obtained from brainstorming to
create an HMP-Coffee conceptual hierarchical model following two activities: Relationship
Analysis to identify relationships among concepts and Model Structuration to organize the
information in a hierarchical structure.

Relationship Analysis: In order to define the levels of relationship and generality
between the brainstorming concepts and profitability, we applied the Repertory Grid
technique. This technique places a concepts group in the rows and columns, and uses
experts’ opinions to assign the score to the cell representing the relationship/generality [34].
For building up HMP-Coffee, we created two grids as follows:

The first grid determines the relationship between profitability (i.e., objective variable—
ov) and each brainstorming concept. The grid’s rows contain the 24 concepts, and the
columns include three variables, namely Production Cost, Production Volume, and Market
(renamed as “global variables—gv1, gv2, gv3”). We defined these global variables by
adopting the formal definition of profitability, proposed by the ICO and the Colombian
National Federation of Coffee Growers (FNC) [18,35], which calculates profitability as
the difference between incomes (associated with Production Volume and Market) and
the investment (associated with the Production Cost) [18]. Each cell of Grid 1 on Table 3
contains the expert panel’s average score to the corresponding relationship. Each ex-
pert provided scores on a 1 to 4 scale, where (1) No direct relation, (2) Low relation,
(3) Medium relation, and (4) High relation. In Grid 1, the green cells highlight the most
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related global variable for each brainstorming concept (e.g., t1 has the highest relation to
Production Cost).

Table 3. HMP-Coffee Summary Grid. Grid 1 analyzes the relationship Level: rows contain the HMP-Coffee brainstorming
concepts and columns include the global concepts Production Cost, Market and Production volume. Grid 2 analyzes the
generality Level: rows contain the HMP-Coffee brainstorming concepts and columns include generality levels: Very High
Generality(vhg), High Generality(hg), Medium Generality (mg) and Specific(s). Cells represent the values assigned by
experts to the relationships between columns and rows. Furthermore, the explainable name column contains new names by
the 24 concepts.

ID Concept Explainable Names
Grid 1

Relationship Level
Grid 2

Generality Level

gv1 gv2 gv3 vhg hg mg s
t1 Fertilization time Time spent on fertilization 3.4 2.8 1.6 3.4 2.8 2.8 3.8
t2 Renovation time Time spent on renovation 3.2 2.6 2 2.6 3.4 3.4 4

t3 Control time
(Weed/Pest and diseases)

Time spent on Weed/Pest and
diseases control 3.2 2 2.4 2 2.6 2.6 4

t4 Workforce Price of workforce 3.8 1.6 2 1.6 3 3.2 3.4
t5 Chemical fertilizers Investment in chemical fertilizers 3.2 1.6 3 2 2.8 3 3.4
t6 Organic fertilizers Investment in organic fertilizers 3.4 2 1.6 1.6 2.6 2.8 3.2
t7 Weeds supplies Investment in weeds supplies 3.2 2.8 2 3.4 2 3.4 2.8
t8 Renovation supplies Investment in renovation supplies 3.4 3.4 2 2.6 2.8 2.6 3.4
t9 Maintenance Investment in Maintenance 3.2 2.6 2.8 2 3.4 3.6 3.8
t10 Transportation Transportation expenses 3.8 2 3.4 1.6 2.6 2.8 3.2
t11 Picking Payment for coffee harvesting 3.4 1.6 2.4 3 2 3.4 3
t12 Implements Implements for coffee pickers 2.6 2 2 2 3.4 2.6 2.8

t13 Benefit Investment in benefice coffee
process 2.6 1.6 3 2 2.6 2 2.4

t14 Thresh Investment in thresh coffee process 3 2.6 1.2 1.6 2 1.6 2.6
t15 Exchange rate Variation in the USD dollar price 2 2.6 3.8 2 1.6 2 2.6

t16 NY stock exchange The coffee price in the New York
Stock Exchange 3 2.6 3.4 3.2 2.6 2 3.4

t17 Volume Coffee production volume 1.6 4 2 2 1.6 2.6 2.8
t18 Time Execution time in crop activities 1.6 2 1.6 1.6 2.6 3.4 2
t19 Labor Labor of the crop 2 2 2 2 3,8 3 2.6
t20 Supply Investment on supplies 2.8 1.6 1.6 3 3.4 2.8 2
t21 Management Management expenses 3.4 2 2.6 3.4 2.8 3 2.6
t22 Harvest Investment in harvest time 2.6 2.8 2.6 3.8 3.4 2.6 2
t23 Care Investment in crop care activities 2 2.6 2 3.8 2.6 2 3.4
t24 Fertilization Investment in fertilization activities 3 2.8 1.6 2.8 3 3.4 2

The second grid determines each brainstorming concept’s generality level regarding
profitability. The grid rows contain the 24 concepts from the brainstorming, and the
columns include four generality levels, namely Very High Generality (vhg), High Generality
(hg), Medium Generality (mg), and Specific (s). Each cell of Grid 2 on Table 3 contains
the average score assigned by the expert’s panel (Table 1) to the corresponding generality
level. Each expert provided scores on a 1 to 4 scale, where (1) No direct relation, (2) Low
relation, (3) Medium relation and (4) High relation. In Grid 2, the blue cells highlight the
most weighted generality level for each brainstorm concept (e.g., t1 achieves the lowest
generality—Level 6_Specific). Table 3 contains the results of Grid 1- Relationship Level
and the Grid 2 Generality Level. Furthermore, to improve the understanding of the HMP-
Coffee, we proposed explainable names by the 24 concepts. In this sense, we will use these
new names to refer to each of the 24 concepts from this point to the end.

Model Structuration: Once identified the relationship (green cells in Table 3) and
generality (blue cells in Table 3), we structure the hierarchical model (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6. HMP-Coffee conceptual model. Level 1 contains the output variable profitability (vo). Level 2 the global variable
production cost (gv1), production volume (gv2) and market (gv3); level 3,4,5 contain 10 aggregate attributes: management
expenses (t21), investment in harvest time (t22), investment in crop care activities (t23), labor of the crop (t19), investment
on supplies (t20), execution time in crop activities (t18), investment in fertilization activities (24); level 6 includes 17 basic
attributes: time spent on fertilization (t1), time spent on renovation (t2), time spent on weed/pest and diseases control (t3),
price of the workforce (t4), investment in chemical fertilizers (t5), investment in organic fertilizers (t6), investment in weeds
supplies(t7), investment in renovation supplies (t8), investment in maintenance (t9), transportation expenses (t10), payment
for coffee harvesting(t11), implements for coffee pickers (12), investment in benefice coffee process (t13), investment in
thresh coffee process (t14), variation in the USD price (t15) and New York stock coffee price (t16), and coffee production
volume (t17).

By levels (generality):

� Level 1 (Output variable) includes profitability (vo).
� Level 2 (Global variables) contains production cost (gv1), production volume (gv2),

and market (gv3).
� Level 3 (Very High Generality) contains management expenses (t21), investment in

harvest time (t22), and investment in crop care activities (t23)
� Level 4 (High Generality) contains labor of the crop (t19), and investment on supplies

(t20).
� Level 5 (Medium Generality) contains execution time in crop activities (t18), invest-

ment in fertilization activities (24).
� Level 6 (Specific) contains time spent on fertilization (t1), time spent on renovation

(t2), time spent on Weed/Pest and diseases control (t3), price of the workforce (t4),
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investment in chemical fertilizers (t5), investment in organic fertilizers (t6), invest-
ment in weeds supplies(t7), investment in renovation supplies (t8), investment in
maintenance (t9), transportation expenses (t10), payment for coffee harvesting(t11),
implements for coffee pickers (12), investment in benefice coffee process (t13), invest-
ment in thresh coffee process (t14), variation in the USD price (t15) and the coffee
price in the New York Stock Exchange (t16), and coffee production volume (t17).

By relationship:

� Profitability is related to production cost (gv1), production volume (gv2), and market
(gv3).

� Production Cost has association with 20 concepts: time spent on fertilization (t1)/level
6, time spent on renovation (t2)/level 6, time spent on weed/pest and diseases con-
trol (t3)/level 6, price of workforce (t4)/level 6, investment in chemical fertilizers
(t5)/level 6, investment in organic supplies (t6)/level 6, investment in weeding
supplies(t7)/level 6, investment in renovation supplies (t8)/level 6, investment in
maintenance (t9)/level 6, transportation expenses (t10)/level 6, payment for coffee
harvesting(t11)/level 6, implements for coffee pickers (t12)/level 6, investment in
postharvest processing (t13)/level 6, investment in thresh coffee process (t14)/level
6, execution time in crop activities (t18)/level 5, labor of the crop (t19)/level 4, in-
vestment on supplies (t20)/level 4, management expenses (t21)/level 3, investment
in harvest time (t22)/level 3, investment in crop care activities (t23)/level 3, and
investment in fertilization activities (t24)/level 5.

� Production volume has a relationship with the concept coffee production volume
(t17)/level 6.

� Market has association with two concepts: variation in the USD price (t15)/level 6
and the coffee price in the New York Stock Exchange (t16)/level 6.

Figure 6 presents the hierarchical conceptual HMP-Coffee model obtained by the
Contextual Knowledge Phase.

3.2.2. Hierarchical-Multicriteria Phase

To convert the conceptual model into a profitability estimation model, we used the
qualitative multi-criteria decision analysis tool called DEX (Decision Expert) [36]. DEX
breaks a complex decision problem into smaller, and less complicated, sub-problems and
organizes them hierarchically into a Decision Tree. Consequently, DEX provides high
interpretability to the model. The construction of the hierarchical multi-criteria phase based
on DEX comprises the attributes, scales, weights definition, and rules generation [36].

The scale definition represents different impact levels for each basic attribute of the
HMP-Coffee model. For scaling definition, we assigned ordinal values to each basic at-
tribute of the model based on the experts’ knowledge. The assignment of qualitative values
reflects how much the attribute affects the level of profitability. For instance, “Investment
in harvest time” is represented using three-scale values (High, Average, and Low) and
“Profitability” (Favorable, Average, and Unfavorable). The red qualitative values have a
negative connotation, and the green ones have a positive connotation on profitability. In
this regard, an “Investment in harvest time” High contributes to Unfavorable profitabil-
ity, and an “Investment in harvest time” Low contributes to Favorable profitability. It is
important to note that the attribute scale values are independent of the local context. For
instance, HMP-Coffee defines three-scale values for the “Transportation” basic attribute
(High, Average, and Low) anywhere in the world. In contrast, the meaning of the scale
values or ranges can be different between countries, and even regions, of the same country.
For example, 10 dollars can be High for “Transportation,” in Colombia while they can be
Average in Brazil.

Table 4 presents the qualitative scales defined by the panel of experts to HPM-Coffee
(grey cells) and the meaning by qualitative value (i.e., ranges) determined by a group of
local coffee growers (white cells). In this case, the coffee growers work for the Cafiambiente
Association. Particularly, for defining the levels of profitability (i.e., vo, variable objective),
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the experts considered Pr, given by Equation (1) [37], and Maslow’s hierarchy of needs [38].
They agreed to classify the profitability as follows. Unfavorable (Pr ≤ 1), smallholders
cannot meet their physiological needs. Average (1 < Pr ≤ 1.4), the smallholder gets enough
profit for meeting physiological needs. Favorable (Pr > 1.4), the small-coffee production
generates incomes that allow meeting safety needs. The table columns contain the Id and
the basic attribute names, the qualitative scale names (e.g., Low time, Average time and
High time) and the unit of measure of the quantitative ranges (e.g., hours, Costa Rica Colon
(CRC), USD, Bushel per Hectare (Bsh/ha)).

Pr =
Income

Investment
=

Income f rom co f f ee sales
Production costs

(1)

Table 4. Scales definition for the set of HPM-Coffee basic attributes. Grey cells: qualitative scales defined by the panel
of experts to HPM-Coffee. White cells: meaning by qualitative value (i.e., ranges) determined by a group of local coffee
growers with the respective unit.

Id Basic Attributes Qualitative Scale Unit
Low time Average time High time

t1 Time spent on fertilization <98.7 98.7–99.25 99.25–99.8
Hourst2 Time spent on renovation <6.8 6.8–8.6 8.6–10.4

t3 Time spent on weed/pest and
diseases control <129.4 129.4–143.2 143.2–157

Cheap Average Expensive
t4 Price of workforce 680.24–895.93 895.93–1111.62 1111.62–1327.31 CRC

Low cost Moderate cost High cost

t5 Chemical fertilizers 4597.43–6500 6500–9500 8817.09–11630.21
CRCt6 Organic fertilizers 1321.56–1793.25 1793.25–2736.63 2736.63–3308.32

t7 Weeds supplies 1089–1569.87 1569.87–2050.14 2050.14–2530.71

t8 Renovation supplies 377.917–844.197 844.197–1310.47 1310.47–1776.746
Low expenses Moderate expenses High expenses

t9 Maintenance 5060.26–6976.353 6976.353–8892.447 8892.447–10808.54
CRC

t10 Transportation expenses 459.916–1063.037 1063.037–2269.279 2269.279–2872.4
Cheap Average Expensive

t11 Payment for coffee harvesting 13609.39–16802.9 16802.9–19996.41 19996.41–23189.92 CRC

Low investment Moderate investment High investment

t12 Implements for coffee pickers 65.25–<86 86–87 >87–107.049
CRC

t13 Benefice coffee process 5512.327–
6895.7711 6895.7711–8279.05 8279.05–9662.389

t14 Thresh coffee process 2000.828–2446.986 2446.986–2893.145 2893.145–3339.303
Favorable Moderate Unfavorable

t15 USD price 557.303–585.65 528.957–557.303 500.61–528.957
USD

t16 The coffee price in the New York
Stock Exchange 183.07–255.16 147.025–183.07 110.98–147.025

High production Average production Low production
t17 Coffee production volume ≤24.4 >24.4–<37.4 ≥37.4 Bsh/ha

Favorable Average Unfavorable
vo Level of profitability ≥1.4 1 ≤ Pr < 1.4 ≤1

The weights definition determines the attributes’ relevance regarding profitability.
The weights were defined based on real values obtained from the “La Sultana” farm, in-
cluding cost of supplies, crop management activities, harvesting, administrative expenses,
coffee processing, transformation process, and profit. It is noteworthy that “La Sultana”
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encompasses the economic model of ten small coffee farms of the Cafiambiente Associa-
tion [39]. The association operates under the Principles and Criteria of the Standard for
Sustainable Agriculture RAS [40], promoting healthy practices to achieve sustainability in
small coffee crops.

In particular, we defined the weight for each basic and aggregate attribute (in total 23
attributes) by calculating the corresponding average relevance (i.e., a partial percentage)
concerning total profitability (i.e., total percentage of 100%). For instance, in the period
2010–2019, the average investment in payment for coffee harvesting (i.e., basic attribute
t11) was USD 4.250 per year. This value represented 99% of the total investment in the
harvest (i.e., aggregate attribute t22) and 33% of the total production cost (i.e., a global
variable gv1). The production cost impacted 60% of the total profitability (i.e., objective
variable vo). Table 5 summarizes the weights for all basic and aggregate attributes. Note as
the sum of the weights is 100% within each aggregate attribute. The sum of the aggregate
attributes’ weights is 100% to obtain the objective variable.

Table 5. Weights defined for the set of HPM-Coffee attributes. The Attribute column contains the basic attributes, aggregate
attributes, and output variable. The Weight column includes five weights levels for attributes of the HMP-coffee model.

Attribute
Weight-Based La Sultana Farm’s Operation

Weight 1 Weight 2 Weight 3 Weight 4 Weight 5

vo: Crop’s final profitability level =100%
gv1: Production Costs 40%
t19: Labor of the crop 42.60%

t23: Investment in crop care activities 56%
t18: Execution time in crop activities 70%

t1: Time spent on fertilization 25%
t2: Time spent on renovation 56%

t3: Time spent on weed/pest and diseases control 18%
t4: Price of workforce 30%

t20: Investment on Supplies 44%
t24: Investment in fertilization activities 79.83%

t5: Chemical fertilizers 21%
t6: Organic fertilizers 79%

t7: Weeds supplies 13%
t8: Renovation supplies 7.13%

t22: Management expenses 15.80%
t9: Maintenance 71%

t10: Transportation expenses 29%
t22: Investment in harvest time 32.84%

t11: Payment for coffee harvesting 99%
t12: Implements for coffee pickers 1%

t13: Benefice coffee process 5.03%
t14: Thresh coffee process 3.05%
gv2: Production Volume

40%t17: Coffee volume production
gv3: International Market 20%

t15: USD price 50%
t16: The coffee price in the New York Stock Exchange 50%

In the rule’s generation step, we used the concepts of utility functions and weights
supplied by DEXI [19]. The utility functions f define decision-making rules by combining
scale values of basic attributes X1, X2, . . . , Xn to obtain the qualitative value of the aggregate
attributes (See Equation (2)). The weights w1, w2, . . . , wn (i.e., from the weight defini-
tion step allow defining the value of the utility functions f by setting the corresponding
attribute’s contribution to the final result f (See Equation (3)).

f : X1 = value1 and X2 = value2 and . . . and Xn = Valuen then Y = Valuen (2)
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f(X1, X2, . . . , Xn) = (w1X1) and (w2X2) and (w1Xn) (3)

DEXI represents utility functions in an attribute table where each row indicates a
function f for one combination of the scale values of basic attributes [36]. In the generation
of rules for the HMP-Coffee model, we obtained 10 attribute tables and 93 IF-THEN rules.
As an example, for the “labor of the crop” rule, the basic attribute X1 = “Execution time in
crop activities” must be filled in the corresponding attribute table as High, Average, or Low
and X2 = “Price of workforce” as Expensive, Average, or Cheap. In turn, the aggregate
attribute Y = “labor of the crop” must be recorded as High, Normal, or Low. Once the
decision-maker fills up all attributes, the model can estimate the level of profitability. All
tables developed for HPM-Coffee are in Supplementary Materials available our GitHub
repository [41].

4. Analysis and Results

This section includes the following parts. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 present the ICAFE study
of HMP-Coffee, including results, analysis, and final remarks. Section 4.3 illustrates the
practicability of our approach.

4.1. The ICAFE Study Case

The present section reports the results of the HMP-Coffee model for profitability
variable (classes: Favorable, Average, and Unfavorable). We evaluated the HMP-Coffee
model through a dataset provided by ICAFE [30]. We used the ICAFE dataset since
according to ICO, the coffee economic structure is similar in Costa Rica and Colombia. For
instance, in 2017, the coffee production cost in Costa Rica was 1956.36 [USD/ha], while in
Colombia, 1874.85 [USD/ha]. Besides, in Costa Rica and Colombia, around 90% of coffee
activity corresponds to smallholders [42]. The dataset comprises 405 instances with 17
attributes (15 concerning production cost, one related to the international market, and
another to the production volume). ICAFE dataset is available at the GitHub repository [43].

We evaluated the performance of the HMP-Coffee model regarding the metrics as-
sociated with the confusion matrix. The corresponding results are shown in Table 6. The
key diagonal (i.e., green cells) shows the correctly classified cases, whereas the other cells
indicate the number of misclassifications. Class 1 has 362 instances: 31 were misclassified
as Class 2 and 331 were correctly classified. Class 2 has 27 classified successfully without
any misclassification. Class 3 has 15 samples: 2 cases were misclassified as class 2 and
13 were correctly classified. Overall, the HMP-Coffee model achieved an accuracy equal
to 81.72%.

Table 6. Confusion matrix for the HMP-Coffee model. The Predicted columns correspond to the
estimated profitability (Favorable, Average, and Unfavorable). Real rows columns correspond to the
profitability of the ICAFE test dataset (Favorable, Average, and Unfavorable).

Predicted Class 1:
Favorable

Class 2:
Average

Class 3:
UnfavorableReal

Class 1: Favorable 331 31 0
Class 2: Average 0 27 0

Class 3: Unfavorable 0 2 13

Overall accuracy is often insufficient evidence to determine the robustness of an
estimation model such as HMP-Coffee [44]. Therefore, we considered three additional
metrics: Precision, Recall, and F1-score [45]. These metrics were computed using the
multi-class confusion matrix from true positives (TP), false positives (FP), false negatives
(FN), and true negatives (TN) rates; where TP, FP, FN, and TN vary by class. For instance,
for the Average class, TP corresponds to the profitability classified as Average by the HMP-
Coffee model and the ICAFE dataset. FP corresponds to the profitability identified by the
HMP-Coffee model as Average, but in the ICAFE dataset is Favorable or Unfavorable. TN
corresponds to profitability not classified as Average by the HMP-Coffee model. However,
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they are Average in the ICAFE dataset. FN corresponds to the profitability not classified
as Average by the HMP-Coffee, but in the ICAFE dataset is Average. For each class, we
computed Precision, Recall, and F1-score individually.

Table 7 presents the Precision, Recall, and F1-score achieved by the HMP-Coffee
model for the Favorable, Average, and Unfavorable classes. HMP-Coffee classified with
higher precision the Favorable and Unfavorable (0.99 and 0.98, respectively) classes than
the Average class (0.450). HMP-Coffee classifies better extreme qualitative scales than
the intermediate ones. In particular, HPM-Coffee suffers from FP when identifying the
Average class. The detected FP problem occurs due to the use of scales in HMP-Coffee.
For example, when the input values of “Price of workforce” are 10 and 19.9 dollars on a
scale where Cheap ranges between 0–9.9 dollars, Average between 10–19.9 dollars, and
Expensive higher than 20 dollars, they are classified as Average; however, its closeness
to the limit has a clear implication in the model’s precision. In summary, using scales
allows HMP-Coffee to provide an easy-to-interpret and straightforward profitability model.
However, they negatively impact its precision, opening the need to divide the scales class
for a more nuanced identification by using, for instance, Fuzzy Logic.

Table 7. Results of statistical criteria (precision, recall, F1-score) to evaluate the HMP-Coffee proposed
to estimate three profitability levels/classes: Favorable, Average and Low. The Overall contains the
average by statistical criteria.

Class 1: Favorable 2: Average 3: Unfavorable Overall

Precision 0.990 0.460 0.990 0.813
Recall 0.914 0.989 0.866 0.923

F1-score 0.955 0.621 0.928 0.834

HMP-Coffee achieved high recall for Favorable (0.914), Average (0.989), and Unfa-
vorable (0.866). These results reveal HMP-Coffee does not have problems related to FN.
As expected, HMP-Coffee achieved a high F1-score for the Favorable and Unfavorable
classes (0.955 and 0.928, respectively); it scores shows the balance between the Precision
and Recall metrics. Furthermore, HMP-Coffee obtained an intermediate F1-score for the
Average class due to the Precision in identifying the Average class is low (i.e., when the
model predicts profitability as Average, but it is Favorable or Unfavorable).

4.2. Discussion

From the ICAFE case study, HMP-Coffee estimated that, between 2006 and 2019,
89.21%, 7.3%, and 3.5% of small-coffee productions in Costa Rica obtained Favorable,
Average, and Unfavorable levels of profitability, respectively. This estimation matches
with the information provided by the ICO that, according to the report of Profitability of
coffee production in Latin American countries in 2019 [46]. It is noticeable that Costa Rica
promotes economically sustainable coffee production by supporting producers, in reducing
costs and increasing yields, to guarantee their level of competitiveness, particularly in low
carbon markets.

Overall, HMP-Coffee can estimate the profitability level of small coffee productions
with a precision of about 82%. It is noteworthy that, unlike the related work (Section 2.2),
our approach offers the following characteristics jointly: it is non-data driven, easy to
interpret, and considers the three coffee’s profitability factors. As opposed to HMP-Coffee,
Milne et al. [14] estimated the profitability with a data-driven approach; such an approach is
hard to adopt in developing countries where there is low adoption of modern information
management tools in small coffee farms [16]. Unlike Rising et al. [11] and Haaster et al. [13],
that estimate profitability based on climatic variables in diverse types of crops, HMP-
Coffee performs estimations considering the particularities of coffee crop profit defined
by ICO. Shakoor et al. [12] implemented the artificial intelligence approaches applying
the K-Nearest Neighbors algorithms for six crops Aus rice, Aman rice, Boro rice, Potato,
Jute, and wheat; however, the output models are black box. In contrast, HMP-Coffee
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maintains its hierarchical nature to ensure interpretability. The interpretability is pivotal to
support decision-making in developing countries, where around 70% farmers have a low
educational level [47].

As we conceived HMP-Coffee with the classical set theory [48], where there are
no intermediate situations (an element belongs or does not belong to a set), its main
shortcoming is to handle values close to levels’ limits. Indeed, Zhang et al. [49] state that
the overall precision in set, theory-based models, such as HMP-Coffee, can be affected
when there are many border values. According to Olivier et al. [50], techniques such
as Fuzzy theory that can operate with intermediate values are proper to overcome this
shortcoming, seeking to achieve a more flexible and precise model.

4.3. Practicability

Figure 7 depicts how the decision-maker can use the model, the model response, and
its use for supporting decision making in 6 steps:

1. The smallholder sets up HMP-Coffee with the basic attributes.
2. The smallholder executes HMP-Coffee to estimate the level of profitability of his/her

small coffee production.
3. The hierarchical multicriteria model responds with the estimation of profitability

level “Favorable,” “Average,” and “Unfavorable”. The model shows the qualitative
effect (represented by colors) of each attribute on the profitability level. The red
color means a negative impact, the black one a neutral impact, and the green one a
positive impact.

4. The decision-maker visualizes the level of profitability of the crop.
5. If the decision-maker agrees with the profitability level, it means that the crop’s

current management is suitable. On the contrary, the smallholder could analyze the
variables with a negative impact on the profitability level (i.e., the red color); apply
one or more actions to improve the final result.

Figure 7. HMP-Coffee practical operation.
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For instance, a smallholder decides to make a high Investment in chemical fertilization.
The farmer goes to the model and enters the general information of the crop (step 1). For
this particular case: Investment in chemical fertilizer (t5) is “Expensive”, Time spent on
fertilization (t1) is “High time”, and the Coffee production volume (t17) is expected to
be “High production”. The model uses this information to execute its hierarchical multi-
criteria feature (step 2). It responds with an “Average” level of profitability (step 3). The
smallholder visualizes the estimation and the effect by attribute represented using colors
(step 4). The smallholder notes that, in addition to (t5), (t1), and (t17), if the price of the
workforce (t4) is “Expensive”, the investment in crop care activities (t23) increases. This
situation produces a profitability level “Average” (step 5). On the contrary, for the same
investment in chemical fertilization, when the price of the workforce is “Cheap”, it balances
the investment in crop care activities (t23), producing a level of profitability “Favorable”
(step 5). Based on this analysis, if the smallholder wants to make a high investment in
chemical fertilization and maintain a “Favorable” profitability level, it should reduce labor
costs, postponing some crop activities as the renewal, among other options.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper introduced an approach called HMP-Coffee, formed by a conceptual
model, its implementation, and corresponding evaluation. It is noteworthy that HMP-
Coffee is the first conceptual hierarchical model that relates cost, production volume, and
international market to estimate the profitability in small-scale coffee productions. The
model is conceived based on expert knowledge for overcoming the lack of economic data
about small coffee crops in developing countries. The implementation is also newfangled
because its qualitative hierarchical nature is well suited to obtain interpretable models. The
interpretability characteristic is pivotal to support decision-making in developing countries,
where almost 70% of farmers have a low educational level.

In the evaluation, the HPM-Coffee model achieved significant results on widely
accepted performance metrics, including Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-score. The
performance shows HMP-Coffee as a reliable model for making financial decisions on
small coffee crops to improve their economic sustainability. Its proper use and adaptation
to the local context will allow smallholders to make better decisions, and consequently,
improve production income, particularly in developing countries, where 600 thousand
families depend on the coffee activity. Summarizing, the proposed model offers a trade-off
between the need for improved financial decision making, and the constraints faced by
small farmers for detailed record keeping of financial variables related to profitability.

HPM-Coffee is a hierarchical multicriteria model developed based on classical set
theory [48]. Thus, an element belongs or does not belong to a set, but there are no inter-
mediate situations guaranteeing that HPM-Coffee is a simple and easy-to-interpret model;
however, it can lead to errors. There is a high possibility of error for input values close to
the categories’ limits, affecting the model’s general precision. Incorporating more flexible
approaches (e.g., Fuzzy theory) would allow considering intermediate situations, thus
achieving a more flexible and precise model. Furthermore, as future work, HPM-Coffee
could be extended to real farmer users for assessing their ability to estimate the Profitability
level in a real context. It will allow easy understanding by the final user.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/app11156880/s1. HMP-Coffee.
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